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Breaking news:

McDonalds chooses Nunavut for beef cloning facility: 

The 15 billion dollar lab and factory will create almost a thousand jobs for humans. In an 
important side deal the facility will use almost exclusively Canadian made Bombardier 
robots for the remainder of it’s workforce. McDonalds deemed the Nunavut Safe Park as 
the “most secure and stable ” of the new breed of supersafe industrial parks. Terrorist 
attacks and viral lock downs have crippled other nations attempts at creating safe 
environments.  The only other as yet uncompromised parks are located in Singapore 
and Greenland, and the political instability and geographical remoteness were factors in 
their loss of this deal. McDonalds P.R. division also cited the remote Canadian 
wilderness combined with the Mohawks commitment to defending the park .  
The American safe harbour south industrial park suffered another major setback this 
week with the collapse of the Anderson shelf, taking with it the American showpiece 
Greenfreedom greenhouse. 

Related: Mohawks defend antiaircraft gun use to ensure no fly zone over Nunavut 
secure industrial park. 

Plastiphage virus continues to mutate:

The latest news from heavily quarantined northern areas of Germany has the 
plastiphage virus mutating rapidly. The German attempt to allow biobugs to eat plastic 
waste grew out of control quickly last month when a flash flood devastated the test area. 
Several large areas of the country have shut off from contact in an attempt to isolate the 
problem. Ironically the German forces have been forced to commandeer antique Trabant 
vehicles as their rubber and metal components have left them immune to the virus. 

Parliament set to debate corporate environmental crimes bill:

The so - called “corporate psychopaths” bill has finally cleared it’s first hurdle and while 
it’s expected cost to Canadians is huge , repeated instant referendums and cellpolling 
confirms support for sanctions against  depleting the rapidly diminishing natural 
resources of this nation. 

New car smell = death: 

“FACT” - the online resource of choice for scientists and engineers, has made released 
it’s long awaited report on off - gassing. In it the group claims that a spending 3 hours in 
a new car is toxically equivalent to smoking a pack of cigarettes. offgassing has been 
under attack by environmental groups for years but it as it has proven difficult to quantify 
until the recent advances in rapid brain growth and aging simulation allowed the group to 
perform acceptable scientific testing.   



 
 
Toronto Zoo to purchase Iclone software from Apple:  
 
The recent surge in animals deaths from disease has prompted Zoo officials to delve 
into the business of cloning their assets.  Critics of the Icloning software have vowed to 
continue their appeals of the decision to City hall. 
 
 
4I’s to be allowed in Canada: 
 
The controversial “implantable interactive Ipod interface” has passed Canadian 
requirements and will be available legally in Canada in the next few months. The 
devices, manufactured by the American spin-off from Apple, 4I’s, allow a user to access 
their home computers music and video libraries through a cerebral implant and wireless 
network. The company has sold over 2 million of its current model, The Phantom.  The 
devices have prompted huge controversy in the U.S. over users who “shut down” and 
disappear into their own headspace. 
 
 
GPRSS feed - Set you in car navigation system to receive our traffic updates- simply set 
your local CBC station (99.1 in downtown Toronto) as the preferred feed on your GPS to 
receive our current grid status reports. (Includes local construction blockages and public 
transit status info) 
 
 
Cell-Polling - This months Canadian interactive polling issue is  “How to protect our 
water supply”  follow the link to download your polling form. Remember at least one 
member of each household must vote before 6pm June 31 2016. Exemption information 
is available here. 
 




